


Why we love what we do?

Over 21 years ago, I started working at promodoro and back then, I never thought I‘d 
still be here today. But I quickly realized: This company isn‘t just a job. There are many 
more long-standing employees besides me. We all were part of the whole, we were 
allowed to witness how the company further developed and grew up with the trust of 
our partners and customers. This resulted in long partnerships, which remained until 
today. 

Together, we stick to the promodoro values and pass them on to the growing team, to 
the next generation of colleagues. Together we are promodoro.

Melanie Schuster, Head of Sales & Marketing
on behalf of promodoro team
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When promodoro sold their first T-shirts 
30 years ago, the air was full of optimisim 
and punk rock. Düsseldorf on the Rhine was 
legendary in the 80s for a creative and trend-
setting music scene - the perfect place for 
our company founder to successfully find and 
convert fashion trends. 

Our on-trend, customizable textiles hit 
the nerve of the time and that of our first 
customers, the merchandisers. promodoro 
offered the perfect T-shirts for music fans: 
fashionable styles made for durability 
fulfilled the demands of these customers. 
Quality, design, our ability to react quickly 
to customer wishes and our reliability 

How everything started

convinced merchandisers, wholesalers and 
textile finishers right from the start. Today, 
promodoro is one of the most successful 
German brands in the fields of corporate 
fashion, workwear, promotional wear and 
merchandising. On our 30,000 m² company 
premises in Düsseldorf, there is sufficient 
space to store the entire premium collection 
for short-term requirements. For every 
promodoro employee, service and quality 
come first. Every single product is designed, 
developed and manufactured according 
to the company philosophy “Good quality 
remains”.



Men‘s Double Fleece Jacket 7961





Premium-T 3099

Our business started with the T-Shirt, initially in 
limited sizes and colours. Over the years, we have 
continuously improved this classic and demand 
increased. Today it is the best-selling premium T-shirt.

Everything

        started
   with a
     T-Shirt





Men’s Superior Polo 4001

As experts for premium T-Shirts, the next product was 
an obvious choice for us. Promodoro‘s polo shirt is also 
one of the first items we produced. Square and with 
horn buttons at the start, the collection today includes 
various premium materials, modern cuts and countless 
colors.

Never change 
  a Winning Team



Always Premium
          Material



Men‘s Sweater 5099

The sweater is designed to keep you warm. A heavy 
fabric that stayed true to our motto 100 % cotton.

Always Premium
          Material



For our outdoor collection, we deliberately took our 
time, and that pays off. Today this category is known 
for its creativity, flexibilty and quality.

Meticulously designed

               and unique



Men‘s Performance Jacket C+ 7548



Whether casual or business, shirts are a staple in 
collections today. The easy-care promodoro shirts are 
our newest product, but certainly not the last.



Women‘s Oxford Shirt LS 6915

The easy-care
          Newcomer
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What is dear
       to our Hearts

Corporate Responsibility 
– our code of conduct for a 
sustainable value chain 

• The entire promodoro range 
is produced according to 
our established quality 
standards, with on the spot 
compliancy checks. 

• All suppliers strictly observe 
our Social Compliance 
Agreement and provide a 
certificate accordingly. 

• Moral and ethical principles 
are important to us. 
We reject any form of 
child or forced labor and 
discrimination. 

• We only work with 
manufacturers which are 
certified in various fields 
along the production chain. 

• Long-lasting products 
protect the environment, 
therefore we save energy 
and recourses as well as 
reducing waste.

Innovation and individuality 
– taking that extra step 
together with you 

• Whether individual CI 
requirements, promotional 
wear, corporate fashion or 
merchandising, we are happy 
to support you with your 
projects. 

• Do Your Own Placket: 
customizable button 
plackets for your unique 
corporate look. 

• Do Your Own Jacket: 
innovative 6-in-1 jacket 
concept for men and women 
up to size 5 XL. 

• Customize your selected 
promodoro product with 
reflective transfer of your 
choice. 

• Continuous development 
of new products and 
optimization of our standard 
items, taking the market 
needs of different trade 
branches into account.

From the cotton plant to the finished promodoro garment, all 
the way to you. Beyond that we have been standing by your 
side, for over 30 years. Our guiding principles are:
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There is no such thing as 
“It doesn’t fit” – from 
small to large, we meet all 
requirements 

• Regular extension of our 
standard and larger sized 
assortment. Most of the 
collection is available in 
oversizes. 

• Individual needs are always 
at the forefront with regular 
adaptation of sizes and cuts, 
especially for oversizes. 

• Fit optimization and cut 
development according to 
sizeGermany dimension 
tables, based on the latest 
German series measurement 
by the Hohenstein Institute. 

• Fits are checked on live 
models and sizeGermany 
busts.

Not only the choice of cotton 
makes a durable garment 
 
 

• We use only long staple, 
combed cotton which is spun 
into a yarn by twisting and 
stretching. 

• The yarn count is adjusted 
accordingly to achieve the 
best possible properties of 
each product. 

• From yarn selection to 
zippers and cords to sturdy 
buttons, we pay close 
attention to every detail. 

We value durability – we place 
value on resistance to washing 
at 60°C 
 

• Constant quality checks 
before, during and after 
production. 

• We use only well-known 
textile colouring and ensure 
colour consistency in all our 
materials. 

• Dimensional stability even 
after washing: The majority 
of our collection is washable 
at 60° C and suitable for 
tumble drying. 

• Whether cotton or blended 
fabrics, nothing escapes our 
material controls. 

• Long purchase guarantee 
through long product 
lifecycles.
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With EXCD we present our latest innovation 
especially made for those who exceed the 
limit every day and expect the same from 
their clothing. With EXCD we exceed your 
expectations. Our product development is 
always creating new collections adapted to our 
customers demand. To ensure that each item 
keeps its promises we pay special attention to 
optimized fabrics and cuts.

Our exclusive brands

Exceed your expectations

excerpt from the workwear catalogue

The EXCD collection is extremely rugged and 
flexible making use of the latest VORTEX® 
Spinning Technology. VORTEX® yarn is less 
hairy and has a better resistance to pilling 
and abrasion. It allows a long lasting fabric 
performance through a greater number of 
washing cycles, an optimal colour fastness and 
it is less prone to shrink. VORTEX® yarn provides 
a better moisture absorption and quick dry 
qualities.
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In 2018 after months of painstaking product 
development, our innovative X.O Collection has 
arrived: The T-Shirt made from  millennial cotton 
jersey and the new molton Sweatshirt made 
from millennial mixed fabric. Because this fabric 
is so special, we’ve decided to give the collection 
a new brand name: X.O by promodoro.

Different than you think

excerpt from the X.O catalogue

We’ve taken all our fabric development 
knowhow accumulated over several decades 
to create the ultimate cotton fabric. Its plated 
appearance, drapiness, elasticity and structure 
will sure make it the most unique imprintable 
product on the market.
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Stand out! Be reflective

With the Reflective Collection you will bring light into the darkness. Customize 
your selected promodoro product with reflective transfer of your choice. The 
12 available motifs have been designed by us and are immediately available 
in different sizes. The certified high value foils and transfers used by us let 
our Premium quality appear in a new light. By illuminating the reflectors they 
unfold their full luminosity and give you the optimal protection in the darkness. 
You even look good with the reflectors during the day. Additional to the most 
part of our collection the foils and transfers are washable at 60° C. We can 
also realize your personal design ideas. With this kind of high level finishing your 
individual design appears at any time.

Refinement

excerpt from the reflective catalogue
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Do your own Placket 

Numerous options and individuality characterize our “Do your own Placket” 
concept. Create your personal corporate look with a promodoro shirt or polo 
shirt and personalized button plackets. A high degree of brand recognition 
is guaranteed. Company logos, corporate colours or your own design, there 
are no limits to your creativity. As an additional highlight, your chosen button 
colour completes the individual design. In addition, a wide selection of classic 
patterns as well as designs by promodoro are available.
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Women‘s Premium-T 3005

Premium-T 
white burgundy

black baby blue

ash turquoise

sports grey alaskan blue

new light grey royal

steel gray navy

graphite wild lime

brown kelly green

gold jade

orange forest

fire red khaki

cherry berry

3099/3005 | Men: XS–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton*

Colours Men & Women:

Classic single jersey T-Shirt with elastane in small rib neckline, 
produced of long staple combed cotton, the particularly 
fine surface is highly suitable for any kind of textile finishing.
The T-Shirt has a modern cut. The men T-Shirt is made from 
tubular fabric and the women T-Shirt is made with side 
seams.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C as well 
as suitable for tumble drying

• highly suitable for DTG
• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL

*  colour ash: 99% cotton, 1% viscose, 
colour sports grey: 85% cotton, 15% viscose



Men‘s Premium-T 3099
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Men‘s Premium V-Neck-T 3025

Men‘s Premium V-Neck-T

white orange

black fire red

sports grey royal

new light grey navy

steel gray forest

gold

3025 | S–5 XL | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton*

Classic single jersey v-neck T-Shirt with elastane in small 
rib neckline, produced of long staple combed cotton, the 
particularly fine surface is highly suitable for any kind of 
textile finishing. The T-Shirt has a modern cut and is made 
from tubular fabric.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• highly suitable for DTG
• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL

Colours:

*  colour sports grey: 85% cotton, 15% viscose
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white fire red

black royal

gold navy

orange lime green

Men‘s Premium-T LS 4099

Men‘s Premium-T Longsleeve 

white

black

steel gray

fire red

navy

Men‘s Basic-T

 Men‘s Basic-T 1090

4099 | S–5 XL | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Colours:

1090 | S–XXL | 150 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Timeless single jersey T-Shirt with elastane in 
rib neckline, produced of combed cotton. The 
T-Shirt has a classic cut and is made from tubu-
lar fabric.

Classic single jersey longsleeve T-Shirt with elastane 
in small rib neckline, produced of long staple combed 
cotton, the particularly fine surface of the fabric is 
highly suitable for any kind of textile finishing. The 
longsleeve T-Shirt has a modern cut and is made from 
tubular fabric. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• highly suitable for DTG
• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL

Colours:



Men‘s-T 80/20 3200
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Men‘s-T 80/20

Women‘s-T 80/20

white

light brown

hunting green

black royal

ash navy

light grey forest

light brown hunting green

fire red

Women‘s-T 80/20 3210

3200 | S–5 XL | 180 g/m2 | 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester

3210 | XS–X XL, light grey, light brown & hunting green: XS–XXXL | 180 g/m2 | 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester*

Classic mixed fabric single jersey T-Shirt with elastane in 
small rib neckline, produced of combed cotton. The T-Shirt 
has a modern cut and is made with side seams. 

•  outstanding washing results for white 
at 95° C and colours at 60° C as well as 
suitable for tumble drying

Classic mixed fabric single jersey T-Shirt with 
elastane in small rib neckline, produced of 
combed cotton. The T-Shirt has a modern cut 
and is made with side seams. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

Colours:

Colours:

*  colour ash: 60% cotton, 40% polyester
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Fashion Organic-T

white

black

bright rose

cherry berry

purple

turquoise

navy

emerald

Women‘s Fashion Organic-T 3012 & Men‘s Fashion Organic-T 3011

3011/3012 | Men: XS–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Modern single jersey T-Shirt with elastane in small rib 
neckline, produced of long staple combed certified (organic) 
cotton. The T-Shirt has a fitted cut. The men T-Shirt is made 
from tubular fabric and the women T-Shirt is made with side 
seams.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding
• special marketing material available

Colours Men & Women:



white

black

bright rose

cherry berry

purple

turquoise

navy

emerald

Men‘s Fashion Organic-T 3011
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Women‘s Interlock-T
white

light grey

fire red

royal

navy

wild lime

kelly green

Women‘s Interlock-T 3400

3400 | S–XXL | 220 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Classic interlock T-Shirt with neck binding, 
produced of combed cotton. The T-Shirt has a 
classic cut and is made with side seams. 

Colours:
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Women‘s Rib V-Neck-T

bright rose

icy mint

Women‘s Rib V-Neck-T 3051

3051 | S–5 XL | 245 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Timeless heavy rib v-neck T-Shirt with feminine, wide rib 
neckline and overlapping v-neck, produced of combed cotton. 
The T-Shirt has a comfortable cut and is made with side 
seams. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL

Colours:
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Slim Fit-T

white

black

sports grey

Men‘s Slim Fit-T 3081

3081/3085 | Men: S–XXL, Women: XS–XXXL | 180 g/m2 | 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane*

Modern single jersey T-Shirt with neck binding for men and 
with elastane in small rib neckline for women, produced of 
combed cotton with elastane for better comfort. The T-Shirt 
has a fitted cut and is made with side seams.

Colours Men & Women:

*  colour sports grey: 81% cotton, 14% viscose, 5 % elastane



Women‘s Slim Fit-T 3085



Men‘s Slim Fit-T LS 4081
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Slim Fit-T Longsleeve

white

black

steel gray

off white

black

steel gray

 Women‘s Slim Fit-T LS 4085 & Men‘s Slim Fit-T LS 4081

new

New Colour2

4081/4085 | Men: S–XXXL, Women: XS–XXL | 180 g/m2 | 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane

Modern single jersey longsleeve T-Shirt with elastane in rib 
neckline, wide scoop neckline for women, produced of combed 
cotton with elastane for better comfort. The longsleeve 
T-Shirt has a fitted cut and is made with side seams.

Colours Men: Colours Women:
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Slim Fit V-Neck-T
white

black

sports grey

fire red

pansy

turquoise

Men‘s Slim Fit V-Neck-T 3082 & Women‘s Slim Fit V-Neck-T 3086 

3082/3086 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL, pansy & turquoise: XS–XL | 180 g/m2 | 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane*

Modern single jersey v-neck T-Shirt with neck binding for men 
and with elastane in small rib neckline for women, produced 
of combed cotton with elastane for better comfort. The 
T-Shirt has a fitted cut and is made with side seams.

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL

Colours Men & Women:

Colours Women:

*  colour sports grey: 81% cotton, 14% viscose, 5 % elastane



Women‘s Slim Fit V-Neck-T 3086
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Women‘s Slim Fit V-Neck-T Long

white

black

sports grey

cherry berry

burgundy

alaskan blue

Women‘s Slim Fit V-Neck-T Long 3087

3087 | XS–XXXL | 180 g/m2 | 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane*

Modern extra long single jersey v-neck T-Shirt with elastane in 
small rib neckline, produced of combed cotton with elastane 
for better comfort. The T-Shirt has a fitted cut and is made 
with side seams.

• wide range of sizes from XS–XXXL

Colours:

*  colour sports grey: 81% cotton, 14% viscose, 5 % elastane
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Men’s Turtleneck-T Longsleeve

white

black

navy

hunting green

Men’s Turtleneck-T LS 3407

3407 | XS–XXXL, hunting green: S–XL | 220 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Timeless interlock turtleneck longsleeve T-Shirt with elastane 
in turtleneck and sleeve cuffs, produced of combed cotton. 
The longsleeve T-Shirt has a fitted cut and is made with side 
seams.

Colours:
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Men’s Raglan-T
white/black

white/red

white/navy

black/white

black/charcoal

black/gold

black/red

Men’s Raglan-T 1060

1060 | XS–XXL | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Double-coloured single jersey T-Shirt with raglan sleeves and 
neck binding in contrast colour, produced of combed cotton. 
The raglan T-Shirt has a classic cut and is made from tubular 
fabric. 

Colours:
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Men’s Baseball-T Longsleeve

white/black

white/red

white/navy

Men’s Baseball-T LS 3490

3490 | M–XXL | 205 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Colours:Double-coloured heavy jersey longsleeve T-Shirt with raglan 
sleeves and neckline in contrast colour, produced of combed 
cotton. The raglan longsleeve T-Shirt has a classic cut and is 
made from tubular fabric. 
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Men‘s Contrast-T

white/black

white/red

white/navy

black/white

black/red

red/white

royal/white

Men‘s Contrast-T 3070

3070 | S–XXL | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Double-coloured single jersey T-Shirt with elastane in rib 
neckline and contrast sleeve and neck bands, produced of 
combed cotton. The contrast T-Shirt has a classic cut and is 
made from tubular fabric.

Colours:
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Unisex Function Contrast-T

white/light grey

white/black

black/light grey

black/red

graphite/safety yellow*

navy/light grey

Unisex Function Contrast-T 3580

3580 | XS–5 XL | 180 g/m2 | 55 % cotton (inside), 45 % polyester (outside)

Functional mixed fabric single jersey T-Shirt with side panel 
in contrasting colour. The T-Shirt is skin friendly and quick dry, 
produced of combed cotton inside and polyester outside. The 
T-Shirt has an unisex cut and is made with side seams. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours:

*neon colour



Men‘s Performance-T 3520
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Performance-T
white

black

light grey

fire red

safety yellow*

knockout pink*

atomic blue*

green gecko*

navy

Women‘s Performance-T 3521

New Colour2
new

3520/3521 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL | 125 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Functional interlock T-Shirt, the specific features of this 
T-Shirt: elastic, breathable, quick dry, absorbent, anti-pilling 
finish and UV protection, produced of polyester. The T-Shirt 
has a modern cut and is made with side seams.

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
• white is highly suitable for sublimation printing 
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours Men & Women:

*neon colours
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Sports-T

white

crush orange*

fire red

alaskan blue

wild lime

Men‘s Sports-T 3560

3560/3561 | Men: S–XXL, Women: XS–XXL | 125 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Functional interlock T-Shirt with raglan sleeves and decorative 
stitching. The T-Shirt has a CoolDry finishing and is absorbent, 
produced of polyester. The T-Shirt has a modern cut and is 
made with side seams. 

• white is highly suitable for sublimation printing 
• optimal moisture regulation due to CoolDry finishing

Colours Men & Women:

*neon colour



Women‘s Sports-T 3561
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Men‘s Athletic-T
white

black

steel gray

gold

fire red

royal

navy

wild lime

Men‘s Athletic-T 1050

1050 | S–5 XL | 150 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Timeless single jersey tank top with neck binding, produced 
of combed cotton. The tank top has a fitted cut and is made 
from tubular fabric.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL

Colours:
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Women‘s Tank Top
white

black

steel gray

bright rose

cherry berry

navy

Women‘s Tank Top 1051

New Colour2

new

1051 | XS–XXXL | 180 g/m2 | 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane

Modern single jersey tank top with neck binding, produced of 
combed cotton with elastane for better comfort. The tank 
top has a fitted cut and is made with side seams.

• wide range of sizes from XS–XXXL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours:



Women’s Superior Polo 4005
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Superior Polo
white fire red

black burgundy

ash turquoise

sports grey alaskan blue

new light grey royal

steel gray navy

graphite wild lime

brown kelly green

gold forest

orange

Men’s Superior Polo 4001

4001/4005 | Men: XS–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL | 220 g/m2 | 100 % cotton*

Classic piqué polo with high-quality finished button panel 
and 3 tone-in-tone buttons, open sleeve cuffs and side slits, 
produced of long staple combed cotton. The particularly fine 
piqué is highly suitable for any kind of textile finishing. The 
polo has a modern cut.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
• customizable with Do your own Placket

Colours Men & Women:

*  colour ash: 99% cotton, 1% viscose, colour sports grey: 
85% cotton, 15% viscose



Men‘s Jersey Polo 4020
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white

black

charcoal

new light grey

fire red   

royal

navy

jade

Women‘s Jersey Polo 4025 & Men‘s Jersey Polo 4020

Jersey Polo2New Colours

new

new

4020/4025 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Preshrunk single jersey polo with high-quality finished button 
panel and 3 tone-in-tone buttons, open sleeve cuffs as well as 
side slits, half-moon in the neck and hanger loops fixed inside 
at side seams, produced of long staple combed cotton, the 
particularly fine surface of the fabric is highly suitable for any 
kind of textile finishing. The polo has a modern cut.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• highly suitable for DTG
• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding
• best preshrunk cotton
• customizable with Do your own Placket

Colours Men & Women:
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Men’s Heavy Polo Pocket

white royal

black navy

orange forest

fire red

Men’s Heavy Polo Pocket 4100

4100 | XS–5 XL | 220 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Timeless piqué polo with chest pocket and 
button panel with 3 tone-in-tone buttons, 
open sleeve cuffs and side slits, produced of 
combed cotton. The polo has a casual cut.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL

Colours:
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Men‘s Premium Polo
white fire red

black royal

ash navy

new light grey forest

Men’s Premium Polo 4040

4040 | S–XXXL | 190 g/m2 | 100 % cotton*

Timeless piqué polo with button panel and 3 tone-in-tone 
buttons, open sleeve cuffs and side slits, produced of combed 
cotton. The polo has a casual cut.

Colours:

*  colour ash: 99% cotton, 1% viscose
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Heavy Polo Longsleeve

white

black

fire red

navy

Men’s Heavy Polo LS 4600

4600/4605 | Men: S–XXL, Women: XS–XXL | 220 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Timeless longsleeve piqué polo with high quality finished 
button panel and 3 tone-in-tone buttons as well as side slits, 
produced of combed cotton. The polo has a modern cut.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• customizable with Do your own Placket

Colours Men & Women:



Women’s Heavy Polo LS 4605
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Women‘s Polo 92/8
white bright rose

black cherry berry

orange navy

fire red wild lime

chalk pink

Women’s Polo 92/8 4150

4150 | S–XXL | 200 g/m2 | 92 % cotton, 8 % elastane

Modern piqué polo with narrow button panel, 3 tone-in-tone 
buttons and sleeve cuffs, produced of combed cotton with 
elastane for better comfort. The polo has a fitted cut. 

Colours:
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white navy

black wild lime

fire red

burgundy

Women’s Interlock Polo 4250

Women‘s Interlock Polo 

Single Jersey Polo

Women‘s Single Jersey Polo 4015

white/black

black/white

burgundy/black

4250 | S–5 XL | 200 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Timeless single jersey polo with button panel and
3 tone-in-tone buttons, shortened sleeves
with cuffs and side slits, produced of combed cotton. 
The polo has a modern cut. 

Colours:

Modern interlock polo with narrow button panel and 
5 nickelfree press stud fasteners as well as open 
sleeve cuffs, produced of combed cotton. The polo 
has a fitted cut. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL

Colours:

4015 | XS–XXL | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton



Men‘s Polo Contrast Stripes 4900
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Polo Contrast Stripes

Women‘s Polo Contrast Stripes 4910

4900/4910 | S–XXL | 220 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Colours Men & Women:

Contrast piqué polo with button panel and 3 tone-in-tone 
buttons, contrasting colour on the collar and sleeve band, 
produced of combed cotton. The polo has a fitted cut. 

Colour Men:

black

fire red

  navy

orange



Men‘s Function Contrast Polo 4520
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Function Contrast Polo

black/light grey

black/red

graphite/s.yellow*

navy/light grey   

white/black

white/indigo

black/kelly green

h.green/red

Women‘s Function Contrast Polo 4525

4520/4525 | Men: S–XXXL, Women: XS–XXL | 160 g/m2 | 55 % cotton (inside), 45 % polyester (outside)

Functional mixed fabric interlock polo in piqué optic with 
button panel and 3 tone-in-tone buttons, sleeve cuffs with 
contrast piping and side panel in contrasting colour as well 
as side slits. The specific features of this polo: skin friendly, 
quick dry, absorbent, produced of combed cotton inside and 
polyester outside. The polo has a modern cut. 

• customizable with Do your own Placket

Colours Men & Women:

Colours Men:

*neon colour
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Oxford Shirt

white

charcoal

rosa

sky

Women‘s Oxford Shirt 6905

6900/6905 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL | 125 g/m2 | 60 % cotton, 40 % polyester

Classic oxford short sleeve mixed fabric shirt with reinforced 
kent collar and button panel with tone-in-tone buttonsas well as 
a separate chest pocket and spare button. The specific features 
of this shirt: easy care mixed fabric, double back yoke, curved 
hem, produced of combed cotton with polyester. The shirt has a 
modern cut. Classical single packing.  

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding
• particularly easy-care due to easy-care finishing

Colours Men & Women:



Men‘s Oxford Shirt 6900



Men‘s Oxford Shirt LS 6910
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Oxford Shirt Longsleeve

white

charcoal

rosa

sky

Women‘s Oxford Shirt LS 6915

6910/6915 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL | 125 g/m2 | 60 % cotton, 40 % polyester

Classic oxford long sleeve mixed fabric shirt with reinforced kent collar 
and button panel with tone-in-tone buttons as well as a separate chest 
pocket and spare buttons. The specific features of this shirt: easy care 
mixed fabric, adjustable 2-button cuff (barrel cuff), long sleeve placket 
with button, darts front and back for women, double back yoke, curved 
hem, produced of combed cotton with polyester. The shirt has a modern 
cut. Classical single packing. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding
• particularly easy-care due to easy-care finishing

Colours Men & Women:
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Poplin Shirt

Men‘s Poplin Shirt 6300

white

black

steel gray

light blue

navy

6300/6305 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL | 120 g/m2 | 55 % cotton, 45 % polyester

Classic poplin short sleeve mixed fabric shirt with reinforced 
kent collar and button panel with tone-in-tone buttons 
as well as a separate chest pocket and spare button. The 
specific features of this shirt: easy care mixed fabric, darts 
front and back for women, double back yoke, curved hem, 
produced of combed cotton with polyester. The shirt has a 
modern cut. Classical single packing.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding
• customizable with Do your own Placket
• particularly easy-care due to easy-care finishing

Colours Men & Women:



Women‘s Poplin Shirt 6305



Men‘s Poplin Shirt LS 6310
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Poplin Shirt Longsleeve

white

black

steel gray

light blue

navy

Women‘s Poplin Shirt LS 6315

6310/6315 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL | 120 g/m2 | 55 % cotton, 45 % polyester

Classic poplin long sleeve mixed fabric shirt with reinforced kent collar 
and button panel with tone-in-tone buttons as well as a separate chest 
pocket and spare buttons. The specific features of this shirt: easy care 
mixed fabric, darts front and back for women, adjustable 2-button 
cuff (barrel cuff), long sleeve placket with button, double back yoke, 
curved hem, produced of combed cotton with polyester. Classical single 
packing.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding
• customizable with Do your own Placket
• particularly easy-care due to easy-care finishing

Colours Men & Women:
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Men’s Sweater
white fire red

black bordeaux

ash turquoise

sports grey royal

new light grey navy

steel gray lime green

graphite kelly green

gold forest

orange

Men‘s Sweater 5099

5099 | XS–5 XL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % cotton*

Classic molton sweatshirt, molton brushed inside, with 
elastane in neck, sleeve cuffs and waistband, produced of 
long staple combed cotton. The particularly fine surface is 
highly suitable for any kind of textile finishing. The sweatshirt 
has a modern cut. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
•  excellent thermophysiological properties 

due to brushed 3 thread molton

Colours:

*  colour ash: 99% cotton, 1% viscose, colour sports grey: 
89% cotton, 11% viscose
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Men‘s Kasak Sweater

white

black

fire red

navy

Men‘s Kasak Sweater 6099

6099 | S–XXXL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Colours:
Timeless molton kasak sweatshirt, molton brushed inside, 
with elastane in neck and sleeve cuffs, produced of combed 
cotton. The sweatshirt has a classic cut. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

•  excellent thermophysiological properties 
due to brushed 3 thread molton
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Men’s Polo Sweater
white

black

ash

sports grey

fire red

royal

navy

Men‘s Polo Sweater 2049

2049 | S–XXXL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % cotton*

Classic molton polo sweatshirt with button panel and 3 
tone-in-tone buttons, molton brushed inside, sleeve cuffs and 
waistband with elastane, produced of combed cotton. The 
sweatshirt has a modern cut.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

•  excellent thermophysiological properties 
due to brushed 3 thread molton

Colours:

*  colour ash: 99% cotton, 1% viscose, colour sports grey: 
89% cotton, 11% polyester
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Men‘s V-Neck Sweater

black

fire red

navy

Men‘s V-Neck Sweater 5025

5025 | S–XXXL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Classic molton v-neck sweatshirt, molton brushed inside, 
with elastane in neck, sleeve cuffs and waistband, produced 
of combed cotton. The sweatshirt has a classic modern cut. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

•  excellent thermophysiological properties 
due to brushed 3 thread molton

Colours:
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Men’s Sweater 80/20

Men‘s Troyer Sweater

white

black

ash

graphite

fire red

royal

navy

forest

white orange

black fire red

ash burgundy

sports grey royal

new light grey navy

steel gray wild lime

graphite forest

gold

Men‘s Troyer Sweater 5050

2199 | S–XXXL | 280 g/m2 | 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester*

5050 | S–XXXL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % cotton*

Classic molton mixed fabric sweatshirt, molton brushed 
inside, with elastane in neck, sleeve cuffs and waistband, 
produced of combed cotton with polyester. The sweatshirt 
has a modern cut. 

•  excellent thermophysiological properties 
due to brushed 3 thread molton

Colours:

Classic molton troyer sweatshirt with 
nickelfree metal zipper, molton brushed 
inside, with elastane in neck, sleeve cuffs 
and waistband, produced of combed 
cotton. The sweatshirt has a modern 
cut. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

•  excellent thermophysiological 
properties due to 3 thread molton

Colours:

*  colour ash: 99% cotton, 1% viscose

*  colour ash: 82% cotton, 17% polyester, 1 % viscose, 
colour sports grey: 75% cotton, 17% polyester, 8% viscose



Men‘s Troyer Sweater

Men’s Sweater 80/20 2199



Unisex Interlock Sweater 50/50 2899
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Unisex Interlock Sweater 50/50

white

black

new light grey

graphite

royal

navy

Unisex Interlock Sweater 50/50 2899

2899 | XS–5 XL | 320 g/m2 | 50 % cotton, 50 % polyester

Colours:Unisex interlock mixed fabric sweatshirt, smooth inside, 
with elastane in neck, sleeve cuffs and waistband as well 
as halfmoon in the neck, produced of combed cotton and 
polyester. The sweatshirt has a classic modern cut. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
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Hoody 80/20
white

black

sports grey

new light grey

steel gray

fire red

turquoise

navy

off white

black

light grey

pansy

turquoise

Women‘s Hoody 80/20 2181

New Colour2

new

2180/2181 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL, off white: XS–XL | 280 g/m2 | 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester*

Colours Men: Colours Women:

Classic molton hooded mixed fabric sweatshirt, molton 
brushed inside, with elastane in sleeve cuffs and waistband 
as well as pouch pocket, double hood, produced of combed 
cotton with polyester. The hooded sweatshirt has a modern 
cut.

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
•  excellent thermophysiological properties 

due to brushed 3 thread molton“
*   colour sports grey: 75% cotton, 17% polyester,  

8% viscose



off white

black

light grey

pansy

turquoise

Men‘s Hoody 80/20 2180
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Women‘s Hoody V-Neck-T Longsleeve

white apricot

black fire red

sand chalk pink

Women‘s Hoody V-Neck-T Longsleeve 3185

3185 | S–XL | 240 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Colour:Timeless fine rib hooded shirt with deep v-neck and a special 
pocket shape, sleeve cuffs and waistband are made in self-
fabric, produced of combed cotton. The hooded shirt has a 
classic cut. 
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Men’s Hoody 80/20 Heavy

black

Men’s Hoody 80/20 Heavy 2190

2190 | S–XXXL | 320 g/m2 | 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester

Classic molton mixed fabric hooded sweatshirt, molton 
brushed inside, with elastane in sleeve cuffs and waistband 
as well as pouch pocket, double hood, produced of combed 
cotton with polyester. The hooded sweatshirt has a modern 
cut.

•  excellent thermophysiological properties 
due to brushed 3 thread molton

Colour:



Men‘s Heather Hoody 60/40 2111
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heather black

heather blue

heather grey

Heather Hoody 60/40

Women‘s Heather Hoody 60/40 2112

2111/2112 | Men: S–XXL, Women: XS–XL | 250 g/m2 | 60 % cotton, 40 % polyester

heather rose

Fashionable molton mixed fabric kasak hooded sweatshirt, 
molton brushed inside, high crossed collar and double hood, 
produced of combed cotton with polyester. The hooded 
sweatshirt has a modern cut.

• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours Men & Women:

Colour Men: Colour Women:
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Women‘s Hoody Jacket 95/5 5390

Women‘s Hoody Jacket 95/5

off white

black

plum

pansy

turquoise

5390 | S–XL | 280 g/m2 | 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane

Modern molton hooded sweatjacket, unbrushed, full-length 
tone-in-tone plastic zipper, with elastane in sleeve cuffs and 
waistband, broad waistband, ventilation eyelets under the 
arms as well as 2 front slit pockets with rib trim, produced of 
combed cotton with elastane for better comfort. The hooded 
sweatjacket has a fitted cut. 

Colours:
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Men‘s Hooded Jacket 80/20 5300

Men‘s Hooded Jacket 80/20

Men‘s Hoody Jacket

Men‘s Hoody Jacket 5080

off white

black

pansy

black navy

light grey

5300 | S–XXL, black S-XXXL | 320 g/m2 | 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester

Colours:

5080 | S–XXXL, black: S–5 XL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Classic molton hooded sweatjacket, molton brushed 
inside, with elastane in sleeve cuffs and waistband, 
double hood and full-length concealed nickelfree metal 
zipper, produced of combed cotton. The sweatjacket has 
a modern cut. 

•  outstanding washing results 
at 60° C as well as suitable 
for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
•  excellent thermophysiological properties due to 3 

thread molton

Fashionable molton mixed fabric hooded sweatjacket, 
molton brushed inside, with elastane in sleeve 
cuffs and waistband as well as 2 slit pockets with 
decorative stitching, high-collar double hood with full-
length, concealed nickelfree metal zipper, produced 
of combed cotton with polyester. The hooded 
sweatjacket has a classic modern cut. 

•  excellent thermophysiological properties 
due to brushed 3 thread molton

Colours:



Men’s Hoody Jacket 80/20 5182
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Hoody Jacket 80/20

black

sports grey

navy

black

sports grey

Women‘s Hoody Jacket 80/20 5181

5182/5181 | Men: S–XXXL, Women: XS–XXL | 320 g/m2 | 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester*

Classic molton mixed fabric hooded sweatjacket, 
molton brushed inside, with elastane in sleeve cuffs 
and waistband as well as a pouch pocket, double 
hood and full-length and concealed nickelfree 
metal zipper, produced of combed cotton with 
polyester. The hooded sweatjacket has a modern 
cut. 

•  excellent thermophysiological properties 
due to brushed 3 thread molton

Colours Men: Colours Women:

*  colour sports grey: 75% cotton, 17% polyester,  
8% viscose



Men‘s Jacket Stand-Up Collar 5290
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Jacket Stand-Up Collar

white

black

steel gray

fire red

turquoise

navy

khaki

white

black

steel gray

fire red

turquoise

navy

Women‘s Jacket Stand-Up Collar 5295

5290/5295 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL, khaki: XS–XL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Classic molton sweatjacket, molton brushed inside, with 
elastane in sleeve cuffs and waistband, stand-up-collar, full-
length, concealed tone-in-tone zipper as well as 2 front zip 
pockets, produced of combed cotton. The sweatjacket has a 
modern cut. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL
•  excellent thermophysiological properties 

due to brushed 3 thread molton

Colours Men: Colours Women:



Men‘s Softshell Jacket 7850
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2New Colours

black

heather grey

steel gray

fire red

royal

navy

Men‘s Softshell Jacket 7850 & Women‘s Softshell Jacket 7855

Softshell Jacket

new

new

7850/7855 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 95 % polyester, 5 % elastane, inner material: 100 % polyester

Functional softshell jacket. The specific features of this jacket: 
removable hood with volume regulator, waterproof zippers, chin 
protection, napoleon pocket, sleeve pocket, adjustable sleeve cuffs with 
velcro fastener, tunnel drawstring at hem with cord stoppers inside, 
longer back with curved hem, 2 side pockets with zip, sewed key ring in 
side pocket, reflecting piping and zip pullers, panel seams, waterproof 
8.000 mm, windproof and breathable, produced of bi-elastic bonded 
fleece from polyester with elastane for better comfort. The jacket has a 
modern cut.

• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours Men & Women:



Men‘s Performance Jacket C+ 7548
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Performance Jacket C+

black

heather grey

steel gray

fire red

aqua

navy

lime

Women‘s Performance Jacket C+ 7549

new

New Colour2

7548/7549 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 100 % polyester

Performance jacket. The specific feature of this jacket: 
concealed 2-way zip plus velcro fasteners, removable hood 
with volume regulator in the front and the back, concealed 
napoleon pocket with zip, adjustable sleeve cuffs with velcro 
fastener, tunnel drawstring at hem with cord stoppers inside, 
2 side pockets with zip, invisible zip for decoration, zip and 
fixing for changeable inner jacket, printable area inside for 
branding, taped seams, PU coated, waterproof 5.000 mm, 
windproof, breathable 5.000 g/m²/24h, produced of polyester. 
The jacket has a modern cut. 

•  jacket concept 6-in-1, combinable with following jackets: 
Men: 7200, 7621, 7720, 7820, 7910 
Women: 7205, 7622, 7725, 7821, 7911

• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours Men & Women:
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Padded Jacket C+

black

steel gray

aqua

navy

lime

7621/7622 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 100 % nylon (outer-/inner material), 100 % polyester (wadding)

Colours Men & Women:Padded jacket with stand-up collar, full-length zip and 2 side 
pockets with zip as well as fixing for outer jacket, produced 
of nylon (outer-/inner material) and polyester (wadding). The 
jacket has a sporty cut. 

• jacket concept 6-in-1, combinable with outer jacket 7548/7549
• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding



Men‘s Padded Jacket C+ 7621 & Women‘s Padded Jacket C+ 7622



Men‘s Softshell Jacket C+ 7820
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Softshell Jacket C+

black

steel gray

fire red

aqua

navy

Women‘s Softshell Jacket C+ 7821

7820/7821 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 310 g/m2 | 95 % polyester, 5 % elastane, inner material: 100 % polyester

Softshell jacket. The specific features of this jacket: zip with 
rain and chin protection, adjustable sleeve cuffs with velcro 
fasteners, tunnel drawstring at hem with cord stoppers inside, 
2 side pockets with zip, fixing for outer jacket, breathable, 
waterproof 8.000 mm, produced of bi-elastic bonded fleece 
from polyester with elastane for better comfort. The jacket has 
a sporty cut.

• jacket concept 6-in-1, combinable with outer jacket 7548/7549
• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours Men & Women:
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Fleece Jacket C+

black

steel gray

orange

fire red

navy

Men‘s Fleece Jacket C+ 7910

7910/7911 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 200 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Microfleece jacket with stand-up collar, full-length zipper and slit 
pockets as well as fixing for outer jacket, anti-pilling finishing, 
produced of polyester. The jacket has a sporty cut. 

• jacket concept 6-in-1, combinable with outer jacket 7548/7549
• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours Men & Women:



Women‘s Fleece Jacket C+ 7911
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Reversible Vest C+

black/steel gray

navy/new light grey

steel gray/red

royal/black

new light grey/aqua

Men‘s Reversible Vest C+ 7200

7200/7205 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 100 % polyester

Reversible vest, the specific features of this jacket: stand-up-
collar, napoleon pocket on front side, 2 side pockets with zip on 
the front-/inner side, sewed key ring in side pocket, reflecting 
piping and zip pullers, tunnel drawstring at hem with cord 
stoppers, curved hem, invisible zip for decoration, fixing for outer 
jacket, fleece inner side with anti-pilling-finish, produced of 
polyester. The vest has a modern cut.

• jacket concept 6-in-1, combinable with outer jacket 7548/7549
• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours Men & Women:



Women‘s Reversible Vest C+ 7205



Men‘s Knit Fleece Jacket C+ 7720
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Knit Fleece Jacket C+

heather grey

heather blue

heather red

Women‘s Knit Fleece Jacket C+ 7725

7720/7725 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 300 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Knitted fleece jacket with stand-up collar, brushed inside, full-
length zip in contrast colour and 2 front side pockets as well as 
fixing for outer jacket, produced of polyester. The jacket has a 
slimmer cut. 

• jacket concept 6-in-1, combinable with outer jacket 7548/7549
• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours Men & Women:
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Knit Jacket Workwear

heather grey

heather graphite

heather royal

Women‘s Knit Jacket Workwear 7705

new

New Colour2
7700/7705 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 300 g/m2 | 100 % polyester (panels & trim with elastane)

Contrast knitted fleece jacket with stand-up collar, brushed 
inside, side and sleeve panel in contrast colour and narrow 
body and sleeve hem with elastic binding in contrast colour, 
produced of polyester. The jacket has a slimmer cut.

• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Colours Men & Women:



Men‘s Knit Jacket Workwear 7700



Men‘s Hoody Softshell Jacket 7806
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Hoody Softshell Jacket

light grey

Women Hoody Softshell Jacket 7811

7806/7811 | Men: S–XXXL, Women: XS–XXL | 260 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Colour:Softshell jacket. The specific features of this jacket: waterproof zip, 
reflecting slider, chin guard, volume-regulating hood with elastic 
tunnel drawstring and stoppers on both sides, adjustable sleeve cuffs 
with touch fastener, dividing seams, 2 slit pockets with waterproof 
zip and reflecting slider, windproof and breathable 1,500 g/m²/24h, 
water column of 1,500 mm, produced of bi-elastic bonded fleece from 
polyester with elastane for better comfort. The jacket has a classic cut.
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Men‘s Double Fleece Jacket 7961
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charcoal/gray

white/new light grey

royal/steel gray

navy/aqua

black/black

Women‘s Double Fleece Jacket 7965

Double Fleece Jacket
2New in 2020

7961/7965 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: S–XXXL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Double fleece jacket with stand-up collar and fulllength zipper, sleeve 
cuffs with elastane as well as side pockets with zipper. The inside of 
the jacket is in contrast colour, produced of polyester with anti-pilling 
finishing both sides. The fleece jacket has a slimmer cut.

• wide range of sizes from S–5 XL

Colours Men & Women:
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Double Fleece Jacket

black/light grey

light grey/black

graphite/light grey

red/light grey

turquoise/light grey

navy/light grey

Men‘s Double Fleece Jacket 7971 & Women‘s Double Fleece Jacket 7985 

7971/7985 | Men: S–5 XL, Women: XS–XXXL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Double fleece jacket with stand-up collar and full-length 
zipper, sleeve cuffs with elastane as well as slit pockets with 
decorative stitching. The inside of the jacket is in contrast 
colour, produced of polyester with anti-pilling finishing both 
sides. The fleece jacket has a slimmer cut. 

• wide range of sizes from XS–5 XL

Colours Men & Women:



Men‘s Double Fleece Jacket 7971
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Women‘s Hooded Fleece Jacket

black/light grey

light grey/black

7981 | S–XXL | 320 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Colours:Double fleece hooded jacket with stand-up collar and full-
length zipper, sleeve cuffs with elastane as well as slit 
pockets with decorative stitching. The inside of the jacket 
is in contrast colour, produced of polyester with anti-pilling 
finishing both sides. The fleece jacket has a modern cut. 



Women‘s Hooded Fleece Jacket

black/light grey

light grey/black

Women‘s Hooded Fleece Jacket 7981
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Organic Baby Bodysuit

white

Organic Baby Bodysuit 120

120 | 50/56, 62/68, 74/80 | 200 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Easy-care rib baby romper suit with overlapping shoulder 
part and push buttons in the crotch for easy changing, 
produced of certified combed (organic) cotton. The romper 
suit has a comfortable cut and is made with side seams.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• printed promodoro label

Colour:
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Baby-T

white chalk pink

black bright rose

gold baby blue

fire red navy

Baby-T 110

110 | 56/62, 68/74, 80/86 | 150 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Easy-care unisex single jersey baby T-Shirt with neck binding 
and an overlapping shoulder section for easy changing, 
produced of combed cotton. The baby T-Shirt has a 
comfortable cut and is made with side seams.

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

Colours:
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Kid ‘s Premium-T

Kid ‘s Fashion Organic-T

white chalk pink

black baby blue

sports grey royal

gold navy

orange wild lime

fire red kelly green

white purple

black turquoise

bright rose navy

cherry berry emerald

Kid‘s Premium-T 399

Kid‘s Fashion Organic-T 311

399 | 92–164 | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton*

311 | 104–164 | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Classic unisex single jersey T-Shirt with elastane 
in small rib neckline, produced of long staple 
combed cotton, the particularly fine surface is 
highly suitable for any kind of textile finishing. 
The T-Shirt has a modern cut and is made with 
side seams. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• highly suitable for DTG

Modern unisex single jersey T-Shirt with elastane 
in small rib neckline, produced of long staple 
combed certified (organic) cotton. The T-Shirt 
has a fitted cut and is made with side seams. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

• no promodoro label for easy rebranding
• special marketing material available

Colours:

Colours:

*  colour sports grey: 85% cotton, 15% viscose
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Kid ‘s Raglan-T

Kid ‘s Baseball-T Longsleeve

white/red

white/navy

black/red

white/black

white/red

white/navy

Kid‘s Raglan-T 160

Kid‘s Baseball-T LS 349

160 | 104–164 | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

349 | 104–164 | 205 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Double-coloured unisex single jersey T-Shirt with 
raglan sleeves and neck band in contrast colour, 
produced of combed cotton. The raglan T-Shirt 
has a modern cut and is made with side seams.

Double-coloured unisex heavy jersey longsleeve 
T-Shirt with raglan sleeves and neckline in 
contrast colour, produced of combed cotton. The 
raglan longsleeve T-Shirt has a modern cut and 
is made with side seams. 

Colours:

Colours:
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Junior Performance-T

Kid ‘s Sports-T

white

crush orange*

fire red

white navy green gecko*

black safety yellow*

light grey knockout pink*

fire red atomic blue*

Junior Performance-T 352

Kid‘s Sports-T 356

new

New Colour2
352 | 128–164 | 125 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

356 | 104–164 | 125 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Functional interlock T-Shirt, the specific features 
of this T-Shirt: elastic, breathable, quick dry, 
absorbent, anti-pilling finish and UV protection, 
produced of polyester. The T-Shirt has a modern 
cut and is made with side seams. 

• white is highly suitable for sublimation printing 
• no promodoro label for easy rebranding

Functional unisex interlock T-Shirt with raglan 
sleeves and decorative stitching. The T-Shirt has 
a CoolDry finishing and is absorbent, produced 
of polyester. The T-Shirt has a modern cut and is 
made with side seams. 

• white is highly suitable for sublimation printing 
•  optimal moisture regulation 

due to CoolDry finishing

Colours:

Colours:

*neon colour

*neon colours
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Kid ‘s Premium Polo

Kid ‘s-T Longsleeve

white

black

fire red

royal

navy

white

fire red

royal

navy

Kid‘s-T LS 195

Kid‘s Premium Polo 404

404 | 104–164 | 190 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

195 | 104–164 | 220 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Timeless unisex piqué polo with button panel 
and 2 horn buttons, open sleeve cuffs and side 
slits, produced of combed cotton. The polo has 
a casual cut. 

Classic unisex interlock longsleeve T-Shirt with 
neck binding, produced of combed cotton. The 
longsleeve T-Shirt has a classic cut and is made 
with side seams.

Colours:

Colours:
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Kid ‘s Hoody Jacket 80/20

Kid ‘s Hooded Fleece Jacket

black

light grey

fire red

navy

black/light grey

flame/light grey

red/black

navy/light grey

k. green/black

Kid‘s Hooded Fleece Jacket 798

518 | 104–164 | 320 g/m2 | 80 % cotton, 20 % polyester*

798 | 104–164 | 320 g/m2 | 100 % polyester

Classic unisex molton mixed fabric hooded sweatjacket, 
molton brushed inside, with elastane in sleeve cuffs and 
waistband as well as a pouch pocket, double hood and full-
length and concealed nickelfree metal zipper, produced of 
combed cotton with polyester. The hooded sweatjacket has a 
modern cut. 

•  excellent thermophysiological properties 
due to brushed 3 thread molton

Colours:

Double fleece unisex hooded jacket, full-
length zipper, sleeve cuffs with elastane 
as well as slit pockets with decorative 
stitching. The inside of the jacket is in 
contrast colour, produced of polyester with 
anti-pilling finishing both sides. The hooded 
jacket has a casual cut. 

Colours:

*colours light grey und fire red from 100 % cotton



Kid‘s Hoody Jacket 80/20 518

*colours light grey und fire red from 100 % cotton
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Unisex Beanie

Unisex Scarf

white

black

sports grey

 steel gray

burgundy

navy

white

black

sports grey

 steel gray

burgundy

navy

3088 | one size | 180 g/m2 | 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane*

3089 | one size | 180 g/m2 | 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane*

Unisex single-jersey beanie, double layered, tear-off label for 
easy removing, produced of combed cotton with elastane for 
better form stability.

Unisex single-jersey scarf, double layered, measurement 
180 cm × 30 cm, tear-off label for easy removing, produced of 
combed cotton with elastane for better better form stability.

Colours:

Colours:

*  colour sports grey: 81% cotton, 
14% viscose, 5% elastane

*  colour sports grey: 81% cotton, 
14% viscose, 5% elastane



Unisex Beanie 3088 & Unisex Scarf 3089
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Men‘s Casual Pants

black

sports grey

Men‘s Casual Pants 7001

7001 | S–XXXL | 280 g/m2 | 100 % cotton*

Classic molton sweatpant, unbrushed, drawstring and slit 
pockets at the front as well as an open hem, produced from 
combed cotton. The sweatpant has a comfortable cut. 

•  outstanding washing results at 60° C 
as well as suitable for tumble drying

Colours:

*  colour sports grey: 85% cotton, 15% viscose
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Women‘s Casual Pants

black

sports grey

Women‘s Casual Pants 3190

3190 | XS–XXL | 240 g/m2 | 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane*

Classic molton sweatpant, unbrushed, comfortable 
drawstring waistband, adjustable leg seam with drawstring, 
produced of combed cotton with elastane for better comfort. 
The sweatpant has a comfortable cut.

Colours:

*  colour sports grey: 81% cotton, 14% viscose, 5 % elastane
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black

Men‘s Shorts 8001

Men‘s Shorts 

black

Women‘s Panty

Women‘s Panty 8005

4099 | S–5 XL | 180 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Colour:

1090 | S–XXL | 150 g/m2 | 100 % cotton

Classic single jersey panty, produced of combed 
cotton with elastane for better comfort.

Classic single jersey short with red contrast colour 
stripe on the waist and side seam, produced of 
combed cotton with elastane for better comfort.

Colour:
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Business Socks 8100

Business Socks

black

Women‘s Panty

8100 |35–38, 39–42, 43–45, 46–48 | 180 g/m2 | 79 % cotton, 16 % polyamid, 5 % elastane

Classic single jersey business sock produced of cotton with 
polyamide and elastane. Orders can only be placed for 
complete packaging units.

Colour:
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promodoro Collection

WRAP is an independent 
and objective non-profit 
organisation that has set 
itself the goal of improving the 
working conditions in factories 
in the clothing industry. The 
WRAP standards include 
the prohibition of forced or 
child labour, prohibition of 
harassment or abuse, payment 
of the legal minimum wage 
including social benefits, and 
guaranteeing of a safe and 
healthy workplace.

The Global Organic Textile 
Standard (GOTS) sets 
out guidelines for the 
manufacturers of textiles 
made from organic fibres. 
These guidelines cover the 
entire supply chain – both 
environmental aspects and 
the working conditions in 
the textiles and clothing 
industry. The fertility of soil 
may not be manipulated by 
harmful substances, persistent 
pesticides or artificial fertiliser, 
for example. Likewise, the 
cultivation of genetically-
modified crops is prohibited.

Textile Exchange (formerly 
known as Organic Exchange) 
is a non-profit organisation 
established in 2002, which is 
committed to the development 
of sustainability in the global 
textile value chain worldwide. 
The organisation supports 
people and companies in the 
implementation of sustainable 
practices. The focus is on 
minimising the harmful impacts 
of the global textiles industry 
and maximising the positive 
ones.

You can be sure with us
We work with manufacturers which are certified in various fields along the production 
chain. The individual certificates cover a wide range of accreditations, e. g. social 
standards, sustainability and conservation of the environment, the material or the 
respective production process. In addition standards and monitoring processes are 
set for all covered areas.
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The ISO 9001 standard 
defines the bases for a 
quality management system. 
It includes a specific focus 
on the customers, the 
motivation and involvement 
of the management staff, 
all processes and continual 
improvement on all levels.

The ISO 14001 standard 
sets the framework for an 
environmental management 
system. While no concrete 
requirements are stipulated for 
environmental performance, 
the standard provides 
companies and organisations 
with a framework within 
which effective environmental 
management can be 
established.

The OHSAS 18001 
(Occupational Health and 
Safety Assessment Series) is 
an internationally-recognised 
method to test and assess work 
protection systems. A defined 
management system is used 
here to identify and control 
health and safety risks. This 
allows companies to minimise 
hazards for their employees and 
visitors.

The Think Green Initiative 
(TGI) supports suppliers 
in the implementation of 
environmental protection 
measures in the manufacturing 
process. At the same time, 
it helps to reduce costs and 
enhance material efficiency. 
The requirements of employees, 
investors and the community 
are also taken into account.

The Customs-Trade Partnership 
Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) 
strives to protect the global 
supply chain from terrorism.

The OEKO-TEX® criteria 
catalogue offers manufacturers 
in the textiles industry a 
scientific basis of uniform 
standards for the evaluation of 
possible harmful substances in 
textiles. This label provides an 
indication of the verified safety 
of skin-friendly clothing for 
consumers, for example.
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white off white black heather black

heather graphite ash heather grey sports grey

new light grey light grey steel gray charcoal

graphite light brown brown chocolate

lemon safety yellow gold crush orange

orange fire red chalk pink rosa

knockout pink bright rose heather rose heather red

cherry berry bordeaux burgundy purple

pansy light blue baby blue alaskan blue

Colour Collection



atomic blue turquoise sky royal

indigo navy heather royal heather blue

lime wild lime lime green green gecko

kelly green icy mint jade emerald

forest hunting green khaki

Details of measurements and weights +/–5 %.




